Electron transfer in alkali-molecule collisions to gas phase thymine and uracil yielding H À formation is selectively controlled in the energy range between 5.3 and 66.1 eV. By tuning the collision energy, electron transfer from the alkali to partly deuterated thymine, methylated thymine at the N 1 and methylated uracil at the N 3 positions, H À loss proceeds not only through the breaking of the (C-H) against (N-H) bonds but also through N 1 against N 3 sites. Such selectivity, as far as bond and site are concerned, is here reported for the first time by electron transfer induced dissociation experiments in alkali-molecule collisions. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.023201 PACS numbers: 34.20.Gj, 34.50.Ez, 34.50.Lf, 34.80.Ht Many investigations during the past century have been devoted to the understanding of the alterations induced by high energy radiation in biological systems, particularly within living cells and the DNA/RNA molecule. The biological effects of such radiation are now known to be essentially produced by the secondary species generated along the radiation track and their subsequent reactions within irradiated cells [1] . These species can cause mutagenic, genotoxic, and other potentially lethal DNA lesions [2], such as base and sugar modifications, base release, single strand breaks, and cluster lesions, which include a combination of two single modifications, e.g., double strand breaks and cross-links. Secondary electrons are the most abundant of the secondary species produced by the primary interaction [1, 2] . The vast majority of these secondary electrons are created with energies below 20 eV [1], producing, therefore, large quantities of highly reactive radicals, cations, and anions. These species are found to be more efficient producing degradation than the primary radiation; i.e., they are more reactive. As such, studying chemical reactions for biomolecular systems is relevant to understand radiation induced damage at the molecular level with the uttermost need to develop more efficient radiation therapies.
Many investigations during the past century have been devoted to the understanding of the alterations induced by high energy radiation in biological systems, particularly within living cells and the DNA/RNA molecule. The biological effects of such radiation are now known to be essentially produced by the secondary species generated along the radiation track and their subsequent reactions within irradiated cells [1] . These species can cause mutagenic, genotoxic, and other potentially lethal DNA lesions [2] , such as base and sugar modifications, base release, single strand breaks, and cluster lesions, which include a combination of two single modifications, e.g., double strand breaks and cross-links. Secondary electrons are the most abundant of the secondary species produced by the primary interaction [1, 2] . The vast majority of these secondary electrons are created with energies below 20 eV [1] , producing, therefore, large quantities of highly reactive radicals, cations, and anions. These species are found to be more efficient producing degradation than the primary radiation; i.e., they are more reactive. As such, studying chemical reactions for biomolecular systems is relevant to understand radiation induced damage at the molecular level with the uttermost need to develop more efficient radiation therapies.
Molecular reaction dynamics and chemical reactivity have been considerably explored by different approaches [3] , where laser probing techniques have gained a particular relevance during the last decades. Controlling and inducing selectivity of chemical reactions in molecular collisions have been achieved by mode-selective excitation in ultrafast laser pulses [4] , by quantum molecular dynamics of photoexcited molecules [5] , and, in the case of unimolecular reactions, through coherent quantum manipulation [6, 7] . A tunable soft x-ray to stimulate chemical reactions or to selectively break large organic molecules was considered further to site-specific fragmentation of small molecules such as carbon oxide and acetone [8] . Core-electron excitation inducing selective chemical bond scission due to its special localization and selectivity was also used on thin films of organic polymers by soft x-ray interactions [9] . Additionally, such reaction control and selectivity have been achieved in inelastic electron tunneling microscopy [10] and in the gas phase by siteand bond-specific dissociation through low energy electron interactions [11] [12] [13] [14] . Moreover, functional group dependence in the dissociative electron attachment (DEA) process leading to site-selective fragmentation of molecules and the possibility of making use of electron energy as a parameter for control of chemical reactions, have been reported [15] . Steric effects were shown to enhance reactive scattering in molecular beams with oriented molecules [16] , whereas, at room temperature with random molecular orientation, regarding ion-pair formation, such site-and bond-selective dissociation by tuning the proper collision energy has never been reported. Similar site selectivity can be expected in any other bimolecular collisions, including anions [17, 18] and neutrals [19] , and these processes certainly play an important role in low-temperature plasmas [20] as well as in the chemistry of the upper planetary atmospheres [21] . This also has consequences regarding fast neutral metal atoms being formed when cosmic ray metal ions are neutralized in planetary atmospheres where they subsequently may form anions [21] ; though, many elementary collisional processes depend upon electron transfer mechanisms. In atom-molecule collisions where an electron transfer occurs, a negative ion is formed as part of an intermediate step or as a final product. The electron transfer process happens when electrons follow adiabatically the nuclear motion in the vicinity of the crossing of the stationary nonperturbed states [22] , i.e., the covalent and the ionic diabatic states (from the crossing of the covalent and the
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where K stands for the potassium atom and AB a molecule. However, due to the Coulombic interaction there is a crossing point for which both stationary nonadiabatic potential energy surfaces have the same value [22] . During the collision process and near that crossing (R c ), there can be a perturbation of the stationary states induced by the projectile or target nuclear motion leading to an adiabatic coupling. This leads, after the collision path, to the formation of a positive ion K þ and a molecular temporary negative ion, -TNI, allowing access to parent molecular states which are not accessible in free electron attachment experiments [23, 24] . The experiments were performed in a crossed atommolecule beam arrangement consisting of a potassium source, an oven, and a time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer [25] . The components were housed in two high-vacuum chambers at a base pressure of 10 À5 Pa. A neutral potassium beam at an energy resolution of $0:5 eV (FWHM) generated from a charge exchange chamber intersected orthogonally with an effusive molecular beam consisting of pyrimidine molecules. Atomic K þ ions, obtained from a potassium ionic source, were accelerated through a chamber containing potassium vapor where they resonantly charge exchanged to form a beam of neutral K fast atoms. The energy of the resultant K neutral beam was established by the initial acceleration of the ions. After charge exchange, the ions that have not been neutralized were removed by electrostatic fields, the resulting neutral K molecular beam was now comprised of two components, a ''hyperthermal'' beam and an ''effusive thermal energy'' beam. Since the electron transfer process is endoergic, the thermal beam does not contribute to the formation of anions. The hyperthermal alkali beam entered a high vacuum chamber where it was monitored by an iridium surface ionization detector of the Langmuir-Taylor type. This detector sampled the beam intensity but did not interfere with the beam passing to the collision region. It operates in a temperature regime that only allows detection of the fast beam. The biomolecular target beams were produced in a hot gas cell (oven) and admitted to vacuum by an effusive source through a 1 mm diameter orifice where they were crossed with the neutral hyperthermal potassium beam. At a temperature of about 390 K (measured by a platinum resistance-Pt100) the density of intact molecules was high enough to yield a reasonable negative-ion signal. The negative ions produced in the collision were extracted by a $250 V=cm pulsed electrostatic field towards the entrance of a TOF where they were analyzed and detected in a single-pulse counting mode. The spectra collected at each collision energy showing the recorded anionic signals, were obtained by subtracting the background signal from the sample signal. In potassium-pyrimidine collision studies (Fig. 1) , the total energy available in the center-ofmass frame, including potassium ionisation energy (4.34 eV), varies from $5 up to 66 eV. 1-methyl-thymine (1-meT), 3-methyl-uracil (3-meU) and partly deuterated thymine (thymine-d 4 ) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich with a stated purity of 98%, respectively. The samples were used as delivered. Time-of-flight mass spectra of the different anions formed in collisions of neutral potassium atoms with the pyrimidine molecules have been obtained and a typical TOF mass spectrum of 1-methyl-thymine (1-meT) at 66.1 eV collision energy is depicted in Fig. 2 . In this Letter we are focusing our attention on the H À yield only. However, this anion is a product from many other molecules such as water and hydrocarbons that are present in the HV chamber, and in the case of the former, even as moisture in the sample. Thus the spectra in the figures showing the recorded anionic signals were obtained by subtracting the background signal from the sample signal. The ion yields (relative intensity as a function of the collision energy) of H À from 1-meT are shown in Fig. 3(a) at three different collision energies. Methylation at the N 1 position completely supresses H À formation in the low-energy collisions, i.e., at 7.6 eV, whereas at higher energies (9.0 and 66.1 eV) H À loss mainly originates from the N 3 and the carbon positions. However, at the available energy of 9.0 eV, accessing the resonance yielding H À from CH 3 is energetically unfavorable [11] . Therefore, we must conclude that at this energy (9.0 eV), the signal mainly originates from the N 3 position. In Fig. 3(b) we show the H À yield measured upon potassium collisions with uracil methylated at the N 3 position (3-meU). Here, we clearly see a distinct signal of H À loss at 5.3 and 7.4 eV, in contrast to the strong suppression of the H À signal in 1-meT at 7.6 eV. These findings indicate that H À loss from the N 1 position is contributing to such a signal. The signal observed at 64.4 eV is now comprising the contributions from N 3 , C 6 , and CH 3 . In order to support these unprecedented results, we have obtained the H À and D À yields from thymine deuterated at the C positions (thymine-d 4 ) and the results are shown in Fig. 3(c) . It is obvious that D À loss from the C positions is restricted to collision energies above 7.4 eV, while H À loss from the N sites essentially occurs from the N 1 position. This is in clear agreement with the resonance position in the dissociative electron attachment studies [11] even at the present moderate collision energy resolution. In addition to these findings in the potassium-pyrimidine collisions, we can also add that H À loss from the C positions is essentially due to C 6 , which is particularly relevant in the case of 1-meT.
In DEA to thymine the minimum electron energy required to break a particular bond (N 1 -H, N 3 -H, C 6 -H, and CH 2 -H) lies between 4 to 5 eV [26] , so bond and site selectivity [12] to the gas phase of methylated and deuterated pyrimidines yielding H À formation does not result from any particular energy constraint [11] . Since energy constraints cannot explain site selectivity, the electronic structure of the associated transient precursor ions accessed by electrons of different energies (either shape or core excited resonances) has been suggested as the main effect responsible for such an achievement. The dissociation mechanism in the potassium collisions yielding a neutral dehydrogenated molecule and H À loss, can be regarded as a pseudodiatomic behavior. In this context, we recall Eq. (1) and for large potassium-molecule values the van der Waals and induction forces can be neglected and consequently the covalent potential is zero and the ionic potential is purely Coulombic. If this approximation holds, R c is given by 14:41=ÁEð # AÞ [23] , when ÁE is expressed in eV. Taking the adiabatic electron affinities of 1-meT, 3-meU, and thymine-d 4 , as ð0:025 AE 0:010Þ eV [27] , ð0:035 AE 0:010Þ eV [27] and ð0:069 AE 0:007Þ eV [28] , the values for R c are found for the three molecular targets at $3:3 # A. The corresponding total cross sections for ion-pair formation will be of the order of R c 2 , which is much larger than the corresponding gas kinetic cross sections. Contributions to ion-pair formation through electron transfer to excited states of molecular negative ions have been observed in other polyatomic molecules, such as benzene and fluorobenzene [24] . In the case of thymine and uracil [29] , the dehydrogenated parent anion fraction (not shown here) is attributed to excited states and at low collision velocities accounts for $10%-20% of the total cross section. The velocity dependence has shown that above 2 Â 10 4 ms À1 (> 40 eV), the contribution of the excited states is negligible. This is a remarkable finding since similar behavior was observed in diatomics [23] and this result can be used here for the present molecular targets. Therefore, if an excited state of the negative ion is involved, such a contribution may be reached via a smaller crossing distance. To reach such a crossing no electron transfer should occur at the first crossing and the excitation may occur at the inner crossing. When the collision energy is increased the diabatic probabilities controlling the electron transfer process at the first crossing as well as the inner crossing increase and the effect of these excited states will be reduced.
Charge transfer deposited on gas-phase thymine and uracil by an electron harpooning mechanism in atommolecule collisions [29] induces the loss of hydrogen which exclusively takes place from the N positions. The bond selectivity can also be made site selective by proper adjustment of the collision energy. While at 5.3 eV collision energy results in the loss of hydrogen from N 1 in 3-methyl-uracil, the reaction can be suppressed from N 3 by tuning the collision energy to 7.6 eV as is in 1-methylthymine. Moreover, D À formation from thymine deuterated in the C positions is suppressed at 7.4 eV showing that H À formation in 3-methyl-uracil proceeds only through the N 1 position. Here, we find that energy and charge transfer are completely inactivated when the N 1 -H bond is replaced by N 1 -CH 3 . These findings point to a new achievement in controlling chemical reactions that may have particular relevance for the investigation of early molecular processes in the nascent stages of DNA damage by secondary electrons, especially those related to strand breaks. Such charge transfer processes may also play an important role in lowtemperature plasmas as well as in the regions of planetary atmospheres. 
